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TEM observations on the P1-I1 phase transition in feldspars along the join
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ABSTRACT
A transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigation was performed on Ca-rich feldspars
along the join CaAl2Si2O8-SrAl2Si2O8 (An-SrF). Two series of samples were synthesized by dry (T =
1450 °C, t = 96 h) and hydrothermal (PH2O = 2 kbar, T = 600 °C, t = 300 h) annealing with compositions between An100 and An50SrF50. TEM investigation at room temperature showed the presence of
sharp c-type reflections only in hydrothermal An100 and An80SrF20 feldspars, whereas diffuse and
elongated c reflections were found in all other feldspars in the range An80SrF20-An50SrF50. The intensity of c reflections decreases with increasing Sr content, and fully disappears only at An50SrF50.
In-situ, high-temperature TEM investigation (HT TEM) on hydrothermally treated An100 and
– –
An80SrF20 feldspars, showed a significant decrease in the temperature (Tc) of the P1-I1 phase transition with increasing Sr content. In An80SrF20 feldspar, a precise critical temperature cannot be defined, and the transition is smeared over a T range between 100 and 150 °C.
– –
A P1-I1 phase transition is therefore observed both as a function of composition and temperature. The transition dependence on composition is induced by the increase in the non-tetrahedral
cation radius that causes a static disorder and affects the intensity of c reflections. Dynamical disorder adds to the static disorder induced by Sr across the transition at HT.

INTRODUCTION
– –
The P1-I1 coelastic phase transition in anorthite (An) is one
of the most-studied phase transitions in mineralogy. Since the
pioneering work of Brown et al. (1963), several efforts have
been made to clarify the thermodynamic behavior of the transition, the local and average structure at the transition, and the
behavior of the transition with respect to varying pressure (P),
temperature (T), composition, and the macroscopic order parameter (Qod) (Salje 1987; Redfern and Salje 1987; Hatch and
Ghose 1989; Redfern and Salje 1992; Phillips and Kirkpatrick
– –
1995). The P1-I1 phase transition occurs at T = 241 °C in wellordered anorthite (Adlhart et al. 1980a; Redfern and Salje 1987;
Ghose et al. 1993). High-temperature (HT) X-ray and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigations have shown
the persistence of a diffuse component in c- and d-type (c: h +
k = 2n, l = 2n + 1; d: h + k = 2n +1, l = 2n, as defined by Bown
and Gay 1958) superstructure reflections up to temperatures
100–200 °C higher than the transition temperature (Tc). These
–
reflections violate the I1 symmetry (Foit and Peacor 1973;
Adlhart et al. 1980a; Van Tendeloo et al. 1989). HT spectroscopic IR and NMR data (Staehli and Brinkmann 1974; Redfern
and Salje 1992; Phillips and Kirkpatrick 1995) have shown a
body-centered configuration for the framework at T > Tc,
whereas structural refinements indicate that the Ca atoms occupy split positions that can be related to the Ca positions in
the primitive structure (Foit and Peacor 1973; Ghose et al.
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1993). In-situ, HT TEM observations showed that dynamically
fluctuating c-antiphase microdomains form at T > Tc at the expense of the large, static, low-temperature domains (Van
Tendeloo et al. 1989). According to Hatch and Ghose (1989),
– –
“the P1-I1 transition is affected by breathing motion type fluctuations of the framework near Tc which cause the configurations of the Ca atoms related by ~[1/2, 1/2, 1/2] to dynamically
interchange.” The transition is thermodynamically tricritical
for well-ordered anorthite (Redfern and Salje 1987, 1992), but
switches to second order in less-ordered samples (Redfern 1992)
and in those with even a very slight amount of Na (0.02 atoms
per formula unit, Redfern et al. 1988). In samples with a low
albite content (An95Ab5, Adlhart et al. 1980b), a precise transition point could not be defined.
In anorthite, after thermal treatment at T > 1200 °C (Carpenter 1992; John and Müller 1988), and in slowly cooled natural plagioclase with albite contents between An90Ab10 and
An65Ab35 (Carpenter et al. 1985), diffuse and elongated c reflections were observed at room temperature. In anorthite, the
diffuseness of c reflections was higher in samples with lower
Al-Si order (Carpenter 1992) and the appearance of diffuseness in thermally treated anorthite was related to a partial AlSi disordering induced by HT annealing (Müller and Wenk
1973). The diffuseness in Ca-rich plagioclases can be related
to the different Al-Si ordering scheme due to decreasing Al-Si
ratio as a consequence of the coupled Na-Si vs. Ca-Al substitution. Recent spectroscopic data (Atkinson et al. 1999) have
–
shown the presence of P1 configurations at the scale probed by
IR radiation only in samples with high Al-Si order. Landau-

